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A roaring tide wax and wane. Sun eternal set and rise. Gazing
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my world was filled with music sweet and low When your love
was mine and mine alone Now my world has lost its melody and
my world is without music since you've left me A world without
music not a song to sing Days filled with silence and nights
never endin' Can't you see how lonely the world would be if
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find it in your heart to try again and let my world have one
more song to sing And the music that has died will live again
but my world will have no music until then A world without
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Lyrics without music are like a clam without a shell. The team
wrote four different sets of six songs and played these to 12
volunteers while scanning their brains. Resting in Pieces.
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Li-li-life without mu-mu-music Is like li-li-life without
love. You're in luck.
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